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Full ‘STEaM’ Ahead
Second Annual HVEDC ‘State of the Economy’ forum is June 24
Hudson Valley Economic Development Corp. is proud to bring the outstanding ideas and 
perspectives of national and regional thought leaders to its second State of the Hudson Valley 
Economy discussion forum, appropriately titled, “Full STEaM Ahead!” at the SUNY New Paltz 
Student Union on June 24 at 8:30 a.m.

At the forum, HVEDC will present an in-depth economic analysis by keynote speaker Paul 
Harrington, Ph.D., one of the nation’s foremost labor experts, the results from the HVEDC/JLL 2015 
Hudson Valley Business Climate Survey and an interactive panel discussion on the value of growing 
a STEaM workforce.

“There is so much national dialogue and debate 
over investing in STEaM education, and the 
need to better align the region’s academic 
institutions with employers’ needs today 
and in the future,” said Laurence P. Gottlieb, 
HVEDC’s president and CEO. “This forum, 
part of our highly respected Thought Leaders 
Master Series, features an ‘eSTEaMed’ panel 
of economists, academicians and industry 
practitioners ready to share their frontline 
insights on the topic, so we can infuse new 
ideas into the regional economy.”

What is ‘STEaM?’

STEM is an acronym for Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics. Experts say 
STEaM-educated workers – the “a” is for the 

“arts” – will power the next wave of economic 
growth, as the fine arts provide critical skill enhancements to STEM-educated employees. Event 
panelists will discuss if the Hudson Valley region is doing enough to prepare for this expected 
upsurge.

In this climate of economic uncertainty, business leaders know turning to innovation is the way 
to ensure a prosperous future. Innovation remains tightly coupled with Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Math – the STEM subjects. Additionally, art and design are poised to transform the 
global, national and even regional economy in the 21st century, just as science and technology did 
in the last century.

An example of this was featured in a PBS News Hour from July 2012, which spotlighted the benefits 
of STEaM education, citing a study by the National Endowment for the Arts that students from lower 
socio-economic backgrounds were more likely to aspire to college and scored better in science and 
writing when they actively participated in the arts.  

“Learning how STEaM will have a long-lasting and transformational impact on our region will provide 
Laurence P. Gottlieb 
President and CEO 
Hudson Valley Economic 
Development Corp.

A recent report from the New 
York State Bureau of Labor Market 

Information Division of Research and 
Statistics addressed the surge in Hudson Valley 
health care jobs. 

It’s worth noting three health care job sectors 
were among a finite group highlighted for 
growth for the 2006 to 2016 period. Jobs in 
ambulatory health care service were earmarked 
to grow by 19.3 percent; hospital jobs by 1.2 
percent; and nursing and residential care jobs 
by 22.2 percent.

This supports HVEDC’s long-held perspective 
that it’s critically important to establish 
strong bonds between the region’s colleges, 
universities, major health care providers and 
health-related organizations in order to produce 
the jobs Hudson Valley residents need. This 
equally requires resilient regional leaders willing 
to ensure we have the right mix of skills training, 
on-going business attraction activities and 
expansion projects in the pipeline, which will 
feed the growth of this critical industry sector.

This edition of Insights will tell you more about 
HVEDC’s new Hudson Valley EDs & MEDs 
cluster development initiative introduced late 
last year, which again places the organization 
in a leadership position – urging others to take 
action for the good of the region. You’ll also hear 
from leaders at Adelphi University and Crystal 
Run Healthcare about their thoughts on this 
important subject. 

A MESSAGE FROM 
OUR PRESIDENT

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Nearly 300 business executives and 
government leaders attended the first State 
of the Hudson Valley event last year.



In late December 2014, HVEDC launched 
its newest cluster development initiative, 
Hudson Valley EDs & MEDs. Bringing together 
the region’s colleges and universities, along 
with major health care providers and health 
organizations, the objective of the initiative folds 
right into HVEDC’s primary mission – produce 
jobs and spur economic growth in the region.

“HVEDC launched EDs & MEDs because the 
Hudson Valley region is a major center for 
institutions of higher learning and health care 
providers in the United States,” said Laurence 
P. Gottlieb, HVEDC president and CEO. 
“Regions with considerable higher education 
and health care resources are prime locations 
for retaining and attracting business, so this 
cluster development initiative makes perfect 
sense for the Hudson Valley.”

In 2015, HVEDC is helping forge stronger 
strategic alliances between Hudson 
Valley-based health care organizations and 

public and private colleges and universities; 
encouraging collaborations in order to generate 
the workforce necessary to continue feeding 
economic prosperity for the community at large.

“We anticipate that the Hudson Valley region 
will soon become even more well-known 
as a major epicenter for higher education 
and health care institutions,” Gottlieb said. 
“This region deserves national recognition 
in these two sectors, and by launching this 
new initiative we are providing a regional, 
supporting platform for developing new and 
exciting partnerships.”

Shortly after the start of the year, U.S. News 
released its list of the 100 Best Jobs in 2015, 
with seven out of the top 10 hottest careers 

being in health care. The U.S. Department of 
Labor projects that the number of health care 
jobs will increase by 25 percent by 2022.

At the February 2015 Board of Directors 
meeting, HVEDC held its first Hudson 
Valley EDs & MEDs roundtable discussion 
at Touro College of Osteopathic Medicine 
in Middletown. Top executives from some 
of the region’s most prestigious health care 
organizations and medical educational 
institutions shared their opinions on the state 
of health care and higher education growth in 
the area. 

Dr. Kenneth Steier of Touro College of 
Osteopathic Medicine, Dr. James DuMond of 
Marist College, Dr. Robert Amler of New York 
Medical College, Patrick Borek of Health Quest 
and Paul Hochenberg of MidHudson Regional 
Hospital of Westchester Medical Center had 
a clear consensus on the need for greater 
collaboration between colleges, universities 
and health care providers in order to ensure 
the workforce pipeline from educators is 
meeting the demands from hospitals and other 
health-related organizations.

HVEDC is scheduling future roundtable 
discussions throughout the Hudson Valley for the 
coming months. Join us on our Hudson Valley 
EDs & MEDs Facebook Page (facebook.com/
hudsonvalleyedsandmeds) for more updates on 
this exciting cluster development initiative.

Health Care and Higher Education: 
Economic Engines for the Future of the Region

EDs & MEDs
HUDS   NVALLEY

HVEDC kicked off 2015 by launching Nibbles, 
a food and beverage educational series. 
These extended learning opportunities are an 
extension of the established Hudson Valley Food 
& Beverage Alliance, which focuses on helping 
area food and beverage companies strengthen 
regional partnerships and market Hudson 
Valley produced products to a national and 

international audience. 
The organization includes 
food businesses, 
farmers, vegetable 
growers, beverage 
makers, distributors 
and other industry 
organizations.

“Building on the 
enormous success 

of our Hudson Valley Beer, Wine, Spirits & 
Cider Summits, we were hearing from those in 
the food industry that they wanted follow-up 
educational forums with more content tailored to 
their needs,” said HVEDC Senior Vice President 
Brian Gates. “The Nibbles series will provide 
local entrepreneurs with the knowledge they 
need to be successful in our regional economy. 
As we say ‘smaller servings, same great content.’”

Joined by an audience of attorneys (specializing 
in food- and beverage-related businesses), 
restaurateurs and product producers, HVEDC 
launched its first Nibbles educational forum 
on April 21 at Heineken USA’s headquarters. 
The event was focused on educating local 
food and beverage entrepreneurs on the legal 
issues restaurants and food service operations 
confront as they open and build a brand.

The event’s speakers included legal experts 
Kyle-Beth Hilfer, Esq. of Kyle-Beth Hilfer, P.C.; 
Donald M. Bernstein, Esq. of Victor & Bernstein, 
P.C. and Howard Schragin, Esq. of Sapir 
Schragin LLP.

HVEDC’s next Nibbles educational forum will 
take place in June at the world-famous Rocking 
Horse Ranch Resort, listed by TripAdvisor as 
one of the top global family resort destinations. 
Designed as an industry roundtable, the private 
event is exclusive to Hudson Valley’s brewers, 
vintners, distillers and cider makers.

Event discussion will focus on the challenges 
and opportunities in the industry today. 
Attendees will share and learn as they discuss 
best legal and accounting practices plus more!Smaller servings.

Same great content.

Nibbles: Smaller Servings, Same Great Content

Top executives representing the regional health care industry participated in the first 
Hudson Valley EDs & MEDs roundtable discussion in February.
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Commercial Land with All Utilities
Dolsontown Road, Middletown (Orange County) 

Two commercial lots are available for sale. The 
larger lot is ±11.66 acres, with more than 900 
feet fronting on the south side of Dolsontown 
Road, able to accommodate an industrial 
building of ±86,000 sq. ft. The smaller lot is 
±6.1 acres on the north side of Dolsontown 
Road, with ±677 feet of frontage. Municipal 
water and sewer, natural gas and electric 
available. Zoned MC - Mixed Commercial (Town 
of Wawayanda), allowing light manufacturing, 
offices, retail, restaurant, business services 
and personal services, hotel/conference center. 
Approximately one-half mile to Interstate 84 exit 
3, and approximately five miles to NY Route 
17/Interstate 86. The lots can be purchased 
separately or together.

Contact: 
Mansfield Commercial Real Estate, 
845-294-1000 or 
info@MansfieldCommercial.com

HVEDC has spent months revamping the 
organization’s entire web site and mobile 
platform with a slew of new features and 
enhancements designed to highlight the 
Hudson Valley’s commercial properties. The 
site now features smarter and faster database 
searches for the thousands of entrepreneurs, 
site selectors and developers to use and find 
the right home for their businesses.

Realtors: 
Contact Senior Vice President Brian Gates 
(bgates@hvedc.com) for HVEDC’s broker 
manual for steps on entering properties into 
the online database. 

Featured Property: 
Mansfield Commercial 
Real Estate

Putting Your Properties 
Front-and-Center

MedTech Association, a membership-based, 
bioscience and medical technology (Bio/Med) 
trade association for New York State, and 
Hudson Valley Economic Development Corp.’s 
NY BioHud Valley announced a new strategic 
partnership to further the development of the 
Bio/Med industry in the state.

The organizations will collaborate on 
coordinating interests for state and federal 
priorities from an advocacy perspective, 
cross-promote efforts to expand awareness 
of the industry and involve each other in 
future programming, specifically in the Capital 
Region and the downstate region, including 
the Hudson Valley. As the relationship matures, 
additional areas of collaboration may emerge. 

NY BioHud Valley recognizes and promotes 
the growing cluster of biotech, pharmaceutical 
and life science companies located in 
the Hudson Valley. The area is an integral 
part of the state’s Bio/Med economy, 
which MedTech works to connect through 
collaboration, education and advocacy. New 
York’s Downstate Region (including New York 
City, Long Island and the Mid-Hudson areas) 
employs nearly 46,000 in direct bioscience 
jobs, which through indirect and induced 
effects, contribute about 128,000 total 
jobs across the state’s economy, according 
to MedTech’s industry report, Bio/Med 
Breakthroughs: 2014 Bio/Med Industry 
Report.

“Building a stronger life sciences cluster in 
the Hudson Valley requires tearing down the 
artificial borders separating regions in order 
to form compelling alliances with like-minded 
organizations seeking to accelerate New York 
State’s growth in this critical sector,” said 
Laurence P. Gottlieb, president and CEO of 
HVEDC and founder of NY BioHud Valley. 

“Like NY BioHud Valley, MedTech has emerged 
as a powerful advocate for New York-based 
biotech and pharmaceutical companies, so 
forming this partnership between the two 
groups will only enhance the industry’s growth 
throughout the State.”

The most prevalent industry subsector in 
the state is drugs and pharmaceuticals, with 
a concentration that is 8 percent greater 
than that seen nationally. Across New York, 
the more than 75,000 bioscience workers 
earned $5.7 billion in total wages and salaries 
in 2012, which translates into an average 
annual wage of $76,112. Bio/Med in NY 
has a total compensation impact of $16.8 
billion (includes direct, indirect and induced 
impacts), producing $62.6 billion toward 
Gross State Product (includes direct, indirect 
and induced impacts).

“We are excited to formally partner with 
NY BioHud Valley,” said Jessica Crawford, 
MedTech Association president. “MedTech 
was initially formed as a resource serving the 
Upstate New York Bio/Med industry. Working 
with NY BioHud Valley further solidifies our 
statewide mission and ability to advance the 
industry, bridging the gap between upstate 
and downstate. Together we will leverage our 
collective strengths in biotech and medical 
technology to ensure New York – which is 
among the top tier of states in the size of its 
bioscience industry and the scale and reach 
of its bioscience research – continues as a 
center for Bio/Med activity.” 

MedTech Association and 
NY BioHud Valley Announce 
Partnership

SAVE THE DATE
For One of the Most Anticipated Events of the Year

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 2015

HOSTED BY
The Culinary Institute of America
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Consistently positioned as one of the most 
highly ranked public colleges in the country, 
SUNY New Paltz is always looking forward in 
providing its students the most innovative and 
opportunity-rich programs possible.

Nothing serves as a better example of this 
work than the MakerBot Innovation Center at 
SUNY New Paltz. After recently celebrating 
the one-year anniversary of this historic 
investment in 3D printing technology, the 
university is now including many nearby 
community colleges in the excitement.

SUNY New Paltz celebrated the official 
opening of the country’s first MakerBot 
Innovation Center, a 3D printing resource 
facility featuring 30 MakerBot 3D printers 
and scanning equipment, back in February 
2014. The collaboration between SUNY New 
Paltz and well-known 3D printing company 
MakerBot was brokered by HVEDC President 
& CEO Larry Gottlieb, who reached out 
to former MakerBot CEO and respected 
entrepreneur Bre Pettis, who himself has 
strong ties to the state of New York.

Welcoming MakerBot to its campus was not 
SUNY New Paltz’s first foray into the world of 3D 
printing. In 2013, HVEDC launched the Hudson 
Valley Advanced Manufacturing Center at the 
college, which is now providing digital design 
and fabrication services to over 60 businesses 
and individuals in the Hudson Valley.

In the past year, SUNY New Paltz students 
have taken advantage of the MakerBot 
Innovation Center for many different pursuits, 
from advanced engineering to jewelry design. 
Now, nearby community college students in 
the Hudson Valley and beyond will also reap 
the benefits of 3D printing technology and its 
various applications. 

On the one-year anniversary of the Innovation 
Center’s official opening, another former 
MakerBot CEO Jennifer Lawton visited the 
campus and took part in a major SUNY New 
Paltz announcement: The college would begin 
providing 3D printers—as well as connected 
resources and technology support—to many 
different community college campuses in the 

region. These colleges include those located 
in Ulster, Dutchess, Orange, Sullivan and 
Columbia-Greene.

SUNY New Paltz President Donald Christian 
said that the Center presents an opportunity 
for the university to serve the Hudson 
Valley region in new ways. It also allows the 
university to provide new opportunities to 
students that tend to transfer there from the 
state’s community college system.

At the announcement ceremony, Lawton 
predicted that 3D printing would continue to 
grow rapidly over the next decade. She cited 
this as a reason for investing in university 
resources, saying that it was educators and 
students who prompt revolutions in the 
business world. By allowing educators to 
incorporate 3D printing into their curricula, 
students will be more prepared to use it when 
they enter the workforce.

Bre Pettis may live in New York City, but he 
has strong ties to upstate New York. The 
entrepreneur and artist was born and raised in 
Ithaca, and last year he brought major change 
to SUNY New Paltz’s campus. 

Back in January 2009, the former public 
schoolteacher cofounded MakerBot Industries 
with two other founding partners, and by April 
of that year, MakerBot had begun shipping 
printing kits to customers.

Today, Stratasys Inc. owns MakerBot, and 
Pettis has left to pursue new avenues of 

innovation. But he didn’t leave before initiating 
MakerBot Innovation Centers, an arm of the 
company that creates 3D printing centers 
for colleges and universities. The very first 
campus to receive an Innovation Center in the 
U.S. was SUNY New Paltz.

In 2014, he founded Bold Machines in 
collaboration with Stratasys. The new 
company moves beyond providing equipment 
and is focused on figuring out just what 
3D printing can do for a variety of different 
industries and applications. HVEDC has 
already brought one exciting Hudson Valley 

entrepreneurial opportunity to Bold Machines 
for Pettis’ input and advice.

Pettis has come a long way since founding 
MakerBot. However, his bold work continues 
to have a huge impact on the Hudson Valley 
and the entire world. 

MakerBot Innovation Center 
Expands Beyond SUNY New Paltz

Bre Pettis: Bringing Innovation to the Hudson Valley

Former MakerBot CEO Jennifer Lawton addressed the crowd at the announcement ceremony for 
the one-year anniversary of the MakerBot Innovation Center at SUNY New Paltz.
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Hudson Valley Economic Development Corp. 
(HVEDC) has been awarded a Business 
Facilities Economic Development Award for 
spearheading the development of Hudson 
Valley 3D Printing (HV3D), which led to the 
creation of SUNY New Paltz’s Engineering 
Innovation Hub. The award was presented in 
Business Facilities magazine’s “Achievement in 
Innovation Hubs” category.

“HVEDC is honored to receive this prestigious 
award from Business Facilities in recognition of 
trying something new and quite daring,” said 
Laurence P. Gottlieb, president and CEO of 
HVEDC. “After launching HV3D two years ago, 
we are consistently seeing tangible results of 
this economic development effort, which would 
not have been possible without our partners 

SUNY New Paltz, Central 
Hudson Gas & Electric 

Corp. and Hudson 
River Ventures.”

The powerful ripple 
effect from the 
HV3D initiative 

really took hold in September 2014, when it 
was announced that the Engineering Hub will 
be built with $10 million in funding awarded 
through the highly competitive NYSUNY 
2020 Challenge Grant Program, which 
provides incentives for bottom-up economic 
development projects that advance research 
opportunities around the state’s colleges and 
universities, while also leveraging private sector 
investments and job creation.

The Engineering Hub will provide much-
needed instructional and research space, 
while also addressing the critical shortage 
of mechanical engineers. It will also include 
10,000 square feet of office and lab space for 
companies looking to participate in START-UP 
NY. Firms active in advanced manufacturing, 
3D printing and other related industry sectors 
have expressed interest in such collaboration. 
The Engineering Hub will partner with area 
community colleges to link 3D printing courses 

and engineering programs to advanced 
manufacturing and technologically innovative 
companies.

In May 2013, HVEDC launched its HV3D 
industry cluster economic development 
initiative by bringing together a coalition of 
partners at SUNY New Paltz to form the 
Hudson Valley Advanced Manufacturing 
Center. The center promotes collaboration 
between students learning the college’s new 
Digital Design and Fabrication curriculum and 
local companies, to develop prototypes for next 
generation products. In 2014, HVEDC fostered 
the college’s relationship with Brooklyn-based 
MakerBot, the leading manufacturer of desktop 
3D printers, to open the nation’s first MakerBot 
Innovation Center at SUNY New Paltz.

As stated in the March/April 2015 edition 
of Business Facilities, HVEDC was honored 
for exhibiting consistent excellence in the 
development of the Hudson Valley as the 
center for the next manufacturing revolution. 
HVEDC was the only award winner from 
New York State.

“We are very proud of HVEDC’s 
accomplishment and its involvement in 
growing Ulster County, SUNY New Paltz and 
the Hudson Valley 3D Printing initiative,” 
Ulster County Executive Mike Hein. “These 
educational and business partnerships 
provide opportunity for our youth in a growing 
technological field both locally and throughout 
the Hudson Valley.” 

“We’re grateful to HVEDC for their support 
and assistance in our efforts to educate more 
engineering students, support workforce 
development and enhance economic 
development in the Hudson Valley,” said SUNY 
New Paltz President Donald P. Christian. 
“We’re excited about the many opportunities 
the Engineering Innovation Hub will give us, 
strengthening our role in SUNY’s mission to be 
an economic driver in New York.”

“Hudson Valley Economic Development 
Corp.’s forethought just a few years ago in 
this 3D Printing initiative and its ability to put 
people together to provide the educational 
and financial resources necessary to create 
something very special has been truly 
extraordinary, and residents of the Hudson 
Valley will be recipients of these efforts for 
years to come,” said James Laurito, chairman 
of HVEDC.

In February 2014, at the ribbon-cutting 
ceremony for the nation’s first MakerBot 
3D Printing Innovation Center located on 
the campus of SUNY New Paltz, MakerBot 
Founder Bre Pettis noted, “Schools can train 
future innovators and be ahead of the curve 
when it comes to preparing students for the 
real world. This is an incredible opportunity for 
those using 3D printing to unleash the power 
of innovation and change the world.”

HVEDC to Work with 
Hudson Valley Tech 
Meetup 
Hudson Valley Economic 
Development Corp. 
(HVEDC) has 
formed an alliance 
with Hudson 
Valley Tech 
Meetup, a monthly 
gathering of 
creatives, engineers, 
entrepreneurs, educators, 
students and genuine lovers of technology 
who share their passion for all things tech 
in the Hudson Valley. Its membership 
currently totals more than 400 people.

HVEDC President and CEO Laurence P. 
Gottlieb said building a relationship with 
Hudson Valley Tech Meetup is a natural 
because of HVEDC’s Hudson Valley 3D 
Printing (HV3D) economic development 
cluster industry initiative. 

“Tech entrepreneurs are hard to find and 
track down in the Hudson Valley because 
virtual entrepreneurs work for virtual 
companies,” Gottlieb said. “A relationship 
with Hudson Valley Tech Meetup provides 
their membership with the knowledge that 
HVEDC is here to help them build their 
businesses and connect them with the 
resources and clients they need to grow, 
while HVEDC benefits from their collective 
insights into how technology is rapidly 
changing the world around us.”

HVEDC Earns National Award for 
Efforts in Launching Engineering 
Innovation Hub
Global Industry Publication Business Facilities Magazine 
Selects HV3D Initiative
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Regional workforce development continues 
to be a commitment of Crystal Run 
Healthcare, which was established in 
1999. Dr. Hal Teitelbaum, the multi-
specialty group medical practice’s founder, 
managing partner and chief executive 
officer, talks about the importance of 
partnering with educational institutions to 
ensure ongoing success in this endeavor. 

Q: Why is it important for Crystal Run Healthcare to support the 
region’s health care educational institutions?  

A: Crystal Run has long supported health care education in our region 
by partnering with educational institutions to create new or enhance 
existing health care programs; by providing internships and mentoring 
to high school, college, and graduate students, as well as funding 
scholarships to local high school seniors pursing a college education 
in health care related fields. Recruiting top talent is a major priority 
for Crystal Run, and top talent with local ties is even better for our 
communities. Crystal Run wholeheartedly believes that supporting 
local health care educational institutions is essential to economic 
development, job creation and the sustainability of high quality health 
care that benefits our entire region.   
Q: What are the biggest areas of health care sector job growth in 
the next five years and how will Crystal Run Healthcare look to fill 
those jobs?
A: As a result of health care reform and delivery system transformation, 
we see huge growth in the health care data analytics and information 
technology sectors. Managing populations and practicing accountable 
care requires significant investment in and reliance upon data to 
drive clinical decision-making and improve health outcomes in our 
communities. Additionally, the roles for nurses and physician extenders 
will expand and become more complex and diverse, which will provide 
greater opportunities in these fields. There is data to suggest shortages 
in various medical specialties, including primary care, so there will 
be a continued need to train motivated and talented young people to 
become physicians. Working with our local health care educational 
institutions, including our new neighbors, Touro College of Osteopathic 
Medicine (host site for HVEDC’s EDs & MEDs first roundtable 
discussion), Crystal Run will continue to recruit nursing and primary 
care physicians to help fill these needed positions.

Q: Why does Crystal Run Healthcare feel regional workforce 
development benefits those who live and work in the Hudson Valley?  

A: Crystal Run believes that regional workforce development benefits 
the local community by providing local talent the opportunity to live 
locally, thus avoiding long commutes, or worse, relocating out of the 
area to find meaningful employment. The Hudson Valley is a great 
place to live and raise a family, and we all need to focus on keeping 
the best and brightest here. The best way to do that is to invest in 
our local youth with exceptional education programs so that these 
opportunities await them upon completion of their education. With 
the growth of technology and the transformation of health care, the 
Hudson Valley, or NY BioHud Valley, as it has become to be known, 
is a hotbed for growth of highly skilled jobs in biotech, pharma and 
health care. Crystal Run, as a community-minded organization, 
believes that by supporting regional workforce development, we are 
contributing to the economic development and job creation for the 
local communities we serve.

Q: How does Adelphi’s nursing program support the region’s health 
care providers and organizations?  

A: Adelphi’s College of Nursing and Public Health supports the 
region’s health care providers and organizations by giving aspiring and 
practicing nurses the comprehensive knowledge and skills to provide 
first-rate medical care in a variety of settings. At Adelphi, nurses gain 
the experience, understanding and problem-solving skills needed to 
excel at caring for patients and leading health care organizations.

Q: What are the biggest areas of health care sector job growth in the 
next five years and how will Adelphi contribute to preparing students 
for those jobs?

A: Over the next five years, there will be significant health care sector 
job growth, particularly as New York State’s primary care needs 
increase and the state seeks to reduce hospitalizations. We see rising 
demand for nurse practitioners, care managers and mental health 
workers. Adelphi is a known leader in social work and mental health, 
and plans to expand its programs in the Hudson Valley over the next 
year. Our goals are to meet the needs of new workers and re-educate 
existing workers to give them the skills and knowledge to advance in the 
changing health care workforce. 

Q: Why does Adelphi University feel regional workforce development 
benefits those who live and work here? 

A: Workforce development is an essential economic driver of the 
Hudson Valley region. By preparing people for jobs that are in 
demand, Adelphi gives the entire region a boost. Adelphi will spur new 
employment opportunities and help health care organizations meet the 
region’s changing needs. As the health care system works to reduce 
hospitalizations, there will be an even greater need for professionals who 
can provide expert health care in the community. Adelphi has tailored 
its programs to meet the needs of regional workers and employers.

In January 2012, 
Adelphi University 
opened its new location 
on the fourth floor 
of the Mid-Hudson 
Regional Hospital of 
Westchester Medical 
Center (formerly St. 
Francis Hospital) in 
Poughkeepsie, providing 
students with a state-of-

the-art educational environment. Adelphi’s commitment to the Hudson 
Valley began 30 years ago when it introduced its social work program 
to the region. The Poughkeepsie site was established in 2012 and 
nursing and public health programs were added at that time.

Adelphi Vice President Dr. Lauren Mounty, who oversees all campus 
operations, enrollment and student services at all Adelphi sites, 
and Dr. Patrick R. Coonan, dean of Adelphi’s School of Nursing and 
Public Health, offer insights about Adelphi’s commitment to regional 
workforce development. 

EDs & MEDs
HUDS   NVALLEY
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Montreign, Adelaar 
Need Regional 
Workforce
Most everyone in the Hudson Valley has now 
heard of the Montreign Resort Casino, but for 
Empire Resorts – developer of the casino project 
– the work is just beginning. Empire Resorts is 
quickly assembling important pieces of the plan to 
get this project through to completion in two years.

The governor-appointed Gaming Facility Location 
Board recommended the Sullivan County casino project, 
along with projects in Schenectedy and Seneca counties, 
last December. The projects are intended to provide much-
needed jobs and economic revival to these regions and are awaiting 
final approval from the state. Once the approvals are given, the two-year 
clock begins to open the casino.

To meet that timeframe, Empire Resorts and LPCiminelli Inc., construction manager for the 
project, have been meeting with officials and key businesses through various economic development groups, all levels of government 
and chambers in the past few months, including HVEDC. Their purpose is to explain details and timelines for the project and begin 
forming significant, collaborative relationships and partnerships to execute a project of this unprecedented magnitude. 

“Collectively, Empire and EPR Properties have created a $1 billion dollar integrated entertainment and lifestyle complex (between 
the casino from Empire and accompanying world-class non-gaming amenities at Adelaar, developed by EPR),” said Empire Resorts 
Executive Vice President of Government Affairs and Corporate Communications Charlie Degliomini. “If we could put all of that on a 
bumper sticker to quickly explain the value of our project, we would. That is really the best way to describe Montreign and Adelaar. 
Empire Resorts wants to ensure the entire region maximizes this economic opportunity.”

That opportunity will come in the form of 3,086 construction jobs, 2,160 permanent jobs at the casino and resort complex, business 
growth from supplier partnerships and ripple-effect economic benefits to businesses in the surrounding communities who see new 
customers. Direct employee compensation from annual operations is expected to reach $76 million and direct annual economic 
output from operations is expected to hit $340 million.

Montreign will have 80,000 square feet of gaming, including 61 table games, 2,150 state-of-the-art slot machines, a spa and hotel 
with 391 luxury rooms and suites, a 40,000-square-foot meeting and convention space and a variety of restaurants. 

With activities like skiing, ice-skating, swimming, fishing, hiking, biking, golf and water sports, guests can embrace the great outdoors 
at Adelaar. Others may prefer the extravagances within, such as spa treatments, live entertainment, casual and fine dining, shopping 
and movies.

Adelaar will include a pedestrian-friendly, 200,000-square-foot Entertainment Village featuring multiple dining opportunities (e.g., Legit 
Pizza, Pasta and Gelato, an eight-screen movie theater, Auntie Anne’s, Cinnabon and Carvel) and specialty retail shops (e.g., Catskill 
Marketplace, It’s Sugar, Life in the Catskills). The Monster Golf Course will be redesigned by U.S. Open Doctor Rees Jones. It will 
also include an indoor water park lodge, as well as designated areas or trails for boating, canoeing, cross-country skiing, fishing, golf, 
hiking, hunting, kayaking, mountain biking, off-road adventures, paintball, rafting, river tubing, running, snow tubing and sledding.

To get involved with this project or for more information, contact: 

Charlie Degliomini, executive vice president, government affairs and communications, Empire Resorts: cdegliomini@empireresorts.com

Kyle Tuttle, senior vice president, LPCiminelli: ktuttle@lpciminelli.com

Phone: 716.597.7072

Bidding is done by prequalification and invitation only. 
Those who are interested must contact Danelle Mascho at dmasho@lpciminelli.com
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valuable background to leaders seeking to be 
at the forefront of change and innovation,” 
said Gottlieb.

Hear the Experts

HVEDC’s State of the Economy event is a also a 
way to help local businesses discover the best 
short- and long-term strategies for sustainable 
economic growth within the diverse industries 
of the region, possible threats to development 
and the potential risks involved for all kinds of 
businesses.

Harrington, the forum’s keynote speaker, 
is professor and director for the Center of 
Labor Market and Policy (CLMP) at Drexel 
University. Drexel University’s CLMP is an 
applied research, teaching and technical 
consulting unit that is focused on a variety of 
human resource development issues and their 
connections to the labor market.

Full ‘STEaM’ Ahead

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The Survey Says…

The HVEDC/JLL 2015 Hudson Valley 
Business Climate Survey results will 
offer a comprehensive look at the types 
of businesses in the region and their 
needs, as well as their perceptions of 
both the current state of the economy 
and expectations for the near future. 

Join Us

The forum’s Breakfast begins at 8:30 
a.m., followed by the keynote address 
at 9 a.m. and panel discussion at 10:45 
a.m. Tickets are $35 per person, or a 
table of 10 for $300. Limited seating is 
available. To RSVP, visit hvedc.com.

The Little Wine Bus Showcases 
Region’s Craft Beverage Scene
Creating a memorable travel experience is something Tania Dougherty thrives on doing for 
every person who climbs aboard her buses.

Her company, The Little Wine Bus, The Little Bear Bus and the Hudson Valley Beer Trail, 
does just that, offering thousands of tourists an opportunity to experience many of the Hudson 
Valley’s wineries, breweries or distilleries.

Public buses depart most weekends 
from Midtown Manhattan and 
the Hudson Valley, with private 
buses picking up in New York City, 
Westchester, New Jersey and the 
Hudson Valley for parties, corporate 
events or other occasions.

Take Me to the Vino, Dougherty’s 
most-popular public tour, includes 
transportation to three winery visits 
with tastings at each in addition to 
cellar tours, wine education and trivia, 
a full buffet lunch, afternoon snacks 
and a souvenir wine glass.

“I love the work I do,” said Dougherty. “To be able to showcase the beautiful Hudson Valley 
region and its wonderful wineries, breweries and distilleries to those who appreciate an 
experience like this definitely provides them an experience they are seeking. To bring people 
to the area who support the Hudson Valley economy is an equally positive outcome.”

Dougherty, a certified travel counselor and meeting professional who grew up in the Hudson 
Valley, spent 18 years gaining experience in the travel industry and planning special events, 
corporate meetings and outings for some of Wall Street’s most prominent firms before 
launching her company in 2007. Over the years, she has traveled worldwide, sampling some 
of the greatest wine and beer adventure tours – experiences she used as inspiration for her 
Little Bus niche tours.

The Little Wine Bus has received recognition from multiple institutions. Most recently, it won 
Hudson Valley Magazine’s 2012 (and 2008) “Best Way to Tour the Vineyards.” She was 
featured in The Wall Street Journal regarding her corporate event planning expertise in the 
wine touring industry. Dougherty has received recognition from multiple institutions and has 
spoken at New York University, as well St. Johns University’s School of Hospitality. She has 
also been featured in USA Today and magazines such as Biz Bash, Meetings, Conventions 
and more. 

Over the years, growth with The Little Wine Bus included a business partnership with Expedia.
com. Now, Dougherty’s company is among some of the largest and most popular tour options 
within New York City and the surrounding states. Visitors from around the world join her tours 
each week.
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